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Holi is a colorful festival of Hindu religions and mainly celebrated in India and Nepal. It also
celebrated in many Hindu communities around the world. Holi is an auspicious occasion when
individuals from all backgrounds and community levels gather along forgetting all past variations
and grievances. These days having lost its actual importance and popularity, the holi festival is a
much loved with nearly all Indians for being the most important colorful and happy of all. The
festival's overture begins on the nighttime of the full moon. Bonfires are lit on the corners of streets
to cleanse the air of evil spirits and insanitary vibes, and to represent the elimination of the wicked
Holika, for whom the festive day was named. The following morning, the streets block up with
individuals running, uproar, laughing and splashing. Marijuana-based bhang and thandai move up
the not reserved ambiance.

The celebration enjoyed along with the people putting and drenching color and colorful water to
each other. Before a day of Holi, the tradition of lit bonfires is most famous and commonly well-
known as Holika Dahan. On this day, most people normally exchange wishes with each other and
also send their warmth wishes to the person who is far from them. There are several kinds of
colorful and vibrant holi cards are available in market that you can choose to send your near and
dear ones. It is most admirable way to convey your feeling about the festival. It is also the way to
wish for happy life ahead for loved ones. You can also find ample of cards on the web that
specifically designed for every age group of people. Just find some attractive ecards and send holi
greetings to your family and friends. It brings the joy and happiness in every personâ€™s heart with the
effect of different colors which throw away all differences amongst us.

It is a day of forget all worries and enmity with anyone and mingle with them to assurance of live
happy life. The fun-n-frolic of festival is not completed without its conventional delicacies and
wonderful popular songs. From several years, the holi songs have been used as a mood weaver
and it have oozed into our thoughts and their clutch over its importance and popularity that now runs
as deep as the colors of festival. If you are looking for some songs, there are huge stores of songs
that you can download for you. It is available in traditional and locals also. You can also find song in
Hindi version.

When it comes to matter of holi wishes, the people normally tend to look for some sms and quotes
to send their loved ones. It is most beautiful way to freshen up your close ones with the feelings of
heart and holy blessing and also send those who stay far off from you. The messaging is also
easiest way to send your warmth wishes to dear ones that can be easily sent by your sell phone.
There are great collection of greetings and wishes with special feelings that you can share with your
friends and family. It helps you to show your fondness for them. You can find some holi pictures to
send close ones that is great ideas to show spirit of Holi festival. You can easily obtain some of
beautiful cards that is also editable and you can give it some your imaginations. You can also send
your own images that were taken during Holi.
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etc. You can also look for some a holi songs.
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